
Y3 Spring 2nd Half Term

MATHS LEARNING
 

UNITS Covered 

Fractions

Length

 

Key Learning: 

Unit/non unit fractions,  

Tenths

Fractions as numbers

Fractions of a set of objects

 

+/- Length

Comparing lengths

Equivalent Lengths

Perimeter

 

ENGLISH LEARNING

Key Texts: 

The Roman Record

Celtic Newsreport

 

Key Learning 

Write for real purpose and audience understanding the main

features of different forms of writing. 

Pre modification of nouns to create ENP (secure from Year 2).

Rich and varied vocabulary appropriate

to purpose and form.

Developing a wider range of sentence openers

.

FOUNDATION SUBJECTS

Topic - Still focusing on the Romans, we are now learning

about their arrival in Britain and the lasting impact on our

country.

Science - Forces 

PE - TAG Rugby/Dance

ICT - Learn to Code/Scratch

RE - What does it mean to belong to a religion?

FRENCH - Numbers and seasons

PHSE - Relationships

MEMORABLE
EXPERIENCES
 

Trip to Caerleon - 18th March  

Roman Feast - Details to follow - Date TBC

Tour of Exeter Roman remains - Details to follow

 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome back for the 2nd (very short) Spring term!

This promises to be an exciting few weeks with trips to Caerleon and

Exeter to explore the Romans in Britain as we approach the end of our

topic!
 

Polite reminders

PE is on 

Tuesdays & Thursdays for

3NW

 

Wednesday & Thursday for

3CH

 

Thursday & Friday for 3CP

 

Please ensure your child

has appropriate PE kit in

school. For some units,

this is vital for the safety

of the children.

 

Homework  

Reading records to be

signed once a week

minimum by an adult.

Children should be

recording their reading in

their reading records.

These are checked on a

Friday.

 

Children are quizzed on

timetables and spellings on

a Friday. We are on Week

20 for Spellings.

Learning
To the right you will see the

children's key learning for this

current term. Whilst some

topics/units change, others may

stay the same.

 

A detailed breakdown of this can

be found on our website under

Year group overviews


